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Abstract— License plate recognition (LPR) system is a crucial system in our life. LPR is an image processing and a character 

recognition system that used to recognize any car and differentiate from the others. License Plate Recognition is a real time embedded 

system which identifies the characters directly from the image of the registration code. It is an active area of research. Character 

Recognition is the final stage of Vehicle License Plate Recognition System. This tries to address the problem of ALPR by using a pixel 

based segmentation algorithm of the alphanumeric characters in the license plate. The non-adherence of the system to any explicit 

country-specific commonplace & fonts effectively implies that this technique may be employed in many various countries. This frame 

work we use Adaptive Filter for Denoising, Morphological Operations for feature extraction and OCR for Segmentation. And, 

building a new sample font database. This can improve the system Recognized output. The system was tested on different number 

plates from various countries and an accuracy of 100% has been reached. One of the most important causes of poor ends up in 

License plate recognition is inferiority of pictures plagued by multiple factors, such as severe illumination condition, complex 

background, different weather conditions, night light, and perspective distortions. In this system the recognition process is improved 

to work on low light images. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 License Plate Recognition (LPR) plays a significant role in varied applications especially in real time 

environments, such as toll collection of expressway, surveillance and management systems of unattended 

parking lots, traffic control, and customs control. In addition, registration number plate recognition is 

employed up to speed systems for areas with restricted accessibility, such as embassies, factories, army 

barracks, elite city quarters and for identifying lost or stolen vehicles. Since LPR is required by real time 

applications as mentioned above, high detection and recognition rates square measure necessary to fulfill 

the need of such real time applications. Though two decades have been spent for improving LPR systems 

consistent with things, there square measure still several challenges in achieving high detection and 

recognition rates. One such factor is low quality affected by the severe outdoor illumination conditions 

during image acquisition, where we can expect effects from headlight and sunlight, Low quality license 

plate images which often include damaged or stained license plates and non-license plate characters 

printed on vehicles and Perspective distortions which are quite common due to distance or viewpoint 

variations. It is evident from text detection method in that uses stroke width transforms for text detection 

in natural scene images, fails to detect complete license plate numbers for the low quality image, while the 

same method detects complete license plate numbers for the enhanced image given by the proposed model. 

The main aim of this project is to detect the license plate and recognize the characters & numbers, 

during low light and other climatic conditions by using color conversion, binarisation , filtering , 

segmentation and recognition processes . It is used in authentication of car for security purposes, 

enforcement of traffic rules, toll collection. This can also be used to find out the vehicles that has been 

theft or lost. So, Automatic License Plate Recognition method has been implemented in this project. 

 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

The  work  presented  focuses  on  developing  a  fast, accurate,  and  stable  LPL  algorithm  suitable  

for  low-cost  devices.  The developed method can be divided into two operating stages: a LPL algorithm 

and an optimization to determine the appropriate values within the SE. The  algorithm  is  faster  compared  

to existing  methods  because  it  does  not  use  the  traditional  edge detection  methods,  which  are  
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based  on  matrix  multiplication,  but instead  a  morphological  Top-hat  operation  based  on  structural 

comparisons  within  a  greyscale  image.   The  algorithm  highlights the  license  plate  region,  compares  

it  to  the  background,  thereby simplifying  the  detection  process. Initially for the LPL, pre-processing 

starts by converting the original color image into a greyscale image and then resizing the image. This then 

is followed by enhancing the license plate through Top-hat morphology transformation. Then, binary 

thresholding by the Otsu method is used.  The next step is noise removal using closing and opening 

morphology features. Finally, the last step is extracting license plate candidates by finding appropriate 

contours and validating them against geometrical conditions. A drawback of this method is  compromised 

with environmental conditions, such as an image  being  taken  in  the  dark  or  a  reflection  on  a  number  

plate. 

III.  PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The work presented in this paper focuses on developing a fast, accurate, and stable algorithm suitable 

for low-cost devices. This system tries to address this problem of ALPR by using a pixel based 

segmentation algorithm of the alphanumeric characters in the license plate. The non-adherence of the 

system to any explicit country-specific normal & fonts effectively implies that this technique will be 

employed in many alternative countries. This frame work we use Adaptive Filter for Denoising, 

Morphological Operations for feature extraction and OCR for Segmentation. And, building a new sample 

font database. This can improve the system Recognized output. In India, essentially there area unit 2 styles 

of license plates, black characters in white plate and black characters in yellow plate. This system is 

enhanced to work on these two styles of number plate  and the characters & numbers are recognised 

efficiently. The system was tested on different number plates from various countries and an accuracy of 

100% has been reached. This research mainly consists of the following parts: 
1) Location plate half or registration code detection (LPD): is that the 1st a part of the system wherever locating the 

registration code from the automotive image. 

2) Distinguishing between the three styles of LP: in this part the differentiation between the three styles of Iraqi license plates 

is take place. 

3) Pre-processing part: Grayscale method to enhance LP image. 

4) License plate character Feature extraction: Segment each number, morphological operations character and word into sub 

images. 
5) License plate character segmentation (LPCS): Segment each number, OCR character and word into sub images. 

6) OCR part: Optical character recognition method for numbers, characters and words recognition. 

The Fig. 1 represents the system architecture which defines the various process involved in this system 

that provides a way for efficient segmentation and recognition. 

 

 
Fig. 1 System Architecture 
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The Fig. 2 block diagram represents the algorithm used in each modules. The different types of modules 

takes place in this system are as follows. 

     *  Gray Scale Conversion and  

     *  Binarization 

     * Adaptive Filtering 

     * Morphological Operations 

     * Segmentation & Recognition – OCR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Block diagram 

A.  Capture 

The given image of the vehicle is captured by camera that is high resolution quality. This image is saved 

in the system which is also given as input.The other images such as low resolution images, low light 

images can also be given as input. 

 

 

 
Fig. 3 Input Image 
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B. Colour Conversion: 

In this stage, the given image is pre-processed by performing the image resizing and noise elimination 

processes. It is an initial and essential task in any image processing and bio-metric application. It is mainly 

used to eliminate the unwanted and irrelevant noise present in the image. The type of windowed filter that 

works based on its weighted mean. In recent days, it is widely used in many image processing and 

computer vision applications. The given number plate function is to be in a form of RGB -RED GREEN 

BLUE, so that of gray level processing. An RGB image is essentially three images layered on top of one 

another; a red scale image, a green scale image, and a blue scale image, with each pixel in them being 8 

bits (intensity value ranging 0 - 255). To store a single pixel of an RGB image, it needs to store 8 bits for 

all three colors, so a total of 24 bits per pixel. 

 

.  
Fig. 4 Grayscale image 

C. Binarization: 

After characteristic between the 3 kinds of the license plates now it is the time of changing the grey 

image (gray phonograph recording image from the locating phonograph recording stage) to a binary image 

and this is done by using thresholding, it is used to automatically perform clustering based image 

thresholding, or the reduction of a gray level image to a binary image. The rule of this technique calculates 

the optimum threshold separating the 2 categories 

 
Fig. 5 Binarized Image 

D. Adaptive Filtering : 

An adaptive thresholding algorithm that separates the foreground from the background with uniform. 

Using this techniques compute adaptive threshold and display the local threshold image. This represents 

an estimate of average background illumination.For efficient noise filtering process both foreground 

filtering and background filtering is carried out.The functions used here are as follows.  

 * Convolve the image with a suitable statistical operator. 

 * Subtract the original from the convolved image. 

 *  Threshold the difference image with C. 

 *  Invert the threshold image. 
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Fig. 6 Foregroud Filtering 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 7 Background filtering 

 

 

E. OCR Segmentation & Recognition 

The goal of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is to classify optical patterns (often contained in a 

digital image) corresponding to alphanumeric or other characters. The process of OCR involves several 

steps including segmentation, and classification. The main improvement we have made is machine 

learning characters. For the segmentation of characters labeling to select the method used for segmentation 

lines.  Finally we used a method of recognizing spaces. 

 

 
Fig. 8 Segmented output 
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Fig. 9 Recognized Output 

 

F. Result and Discussions 

A program is improved for the detection of number plate of    vehicles.  At  first, the vehicle image 

along with number plate is taken as input. The RGB image is converted into grayscale image which is 

capable for binarization process. After binarization, filtering takes place which involves in two filtering 

process namely foreground filtering and background filtering. These processes helps in removing 

foreground and background noises .Then, After filtration the plate  location  is  extracted  using 

morphological  operation  then  separated  the  plate characters individually  by  segmentation.The 

segmentation process uses OCR technique. It is found that there are some factors which affect the 

effectiveness of template matching based on OCR technique i.e. font type, noise in image, tilting ,etc. 

Finally, The recognition process takes place. The recognized numbers and character is stored in the 

respective folder.The data in the folder is retrieved and displayed in the notepad. 

 
Fig. 10 Final Output  

The figures 11 & 12 represents the sample chart which contrasts between OCR(Optical Character 

Recognition) and LPL(License Plate Localization) based on recall and precision. 

 
 

 

Fig. 11 Recall Comparison Chart   
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Fig. 12 Precision comparision chart 

 

IV.  CONCLUSIONS 

 

The proposed method is to recognize the vehicle number plate automatically. The dilation is used to 

expand the foreground. The segmentation part makes segments of characters of captured vehicle image 

plate. The OCR method is used to recognize the vehicle number plate characters. This experiment is tested 

for Indian vehicle number plates using MATLAB. This system is designed for the identification for license 

plates and the system is tested images. In future work efficiency may be increased for further better results. 

The work can be improved for 60 to 70 percent blurred images. If a set of number plate images were given 

as input and characters should be successfully extracted.Multiple matches should be avoided(S & 5,Z & 8). 
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